
WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP 
FOR A SAFER FUTURE 
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uvex 
sports 
group

safety group
One Brand – One Mission
The name uvex is synonymous with innovation in industrial safety, 
sports and leisure. As a partner for international top-level sport, 
uvex equips more than 1,000 professional athletes worldwide 
with ski goggles and helmets, equestrian riding helmets, cycling 
helmets, sports eyewear and motorsport racing helmets. 

The transfer of knowledge between our safety and sports 
divisions directly supports innovative product development. This 
ensures that key features such as wearer comfort, protection, 
functionality and style support performance in the work place 
and in sport.

Evidence of the complimentary fit between safety and sport 
was perfectly demonstrated at the Red Bull District Ride in 
Nuremberg, Germany. uvex safety provided PPE to construction 
teams at the spectacular bike event and uvex sports equipped 
some of the world’s best riders with helmets and goggles. 
Both divisions contributed to an excellent team effort in front 
of 120,000 spectators and brought the uvex brand to life 
throughout the whole event.
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uvex is the innovative

       brand systems provider
with international manufacturing expertise. We have a highly 
qualified network of strategic partners which enables us to 
meet wide-ranging market and customer requirements.

       Innovation
We develop, manufacture and distribute industrial safety 
products which fulfil the highest standards of quality, function 
and innovation. With our comprehensive service concept, 
we are pursuing the goals of generating measurable added 
value for customers around the world. We strive to be the 
leaders in innovation in our field.

       Quality
As manufacturers, we place the highest demand for quality 
for our products and services. For us, “made in uvex” is a 
promise of quality, which our customers can count on 
always! Our goal is to balance economical, ecological and 
social commitment and in order to achieve this, we set 
demanding standards for our manufacturing sites, products, 
and partners. 

       Business is people
People are at the heart of what we do. Protecting people is 
our company‘s goal. 

The

       winner’s podium
is our ultimate target.
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Quality
Made in uvex

Creating value
Companies which are prepared to take total responsibility for 
the development and manufacturing of their products and 
the necessary performance which goes hand-in-hand with 
this are best placed to guarantee quality and safety. From 
initial development sketches and mould construction to final 
quality checks, uvex controls all product parameters. The 
comprehensive nature of this entire supply chain control means 
that uvex is well-placed to ensure the quality of its products to 
the highest standard.

Offer greater quality
Product quality is today often measured unilaterally against the 
standards and norms which must be fulfilled in order to receive 
industry-specific certification however, uvex goes one step 
further. 

Beginning with product development and inspection in the 
company’s test laboratories, uvex ensures that not only are 
standards and norms satisfied as a matter of course, but that 
uvex product standards exceed these norms. 

Improving facilities
uvex was founded in 1926. In the following years, uvex set about 
designing, developing and manufacturing its own safety goggles 
at the Group’s plant located in Fürth, Germany. To this day, uvex 
has steadfastly adhered to its “made in uvex” ethos for quality 
and relies upon the technological expertise, comprehensive 
know-how and first-rate training of its employees at sites in 
Germany, throughout Europe and elsewhere.

Ensurin
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Preserving resources
Carbon dioxide: 327.4 t. Machine oil: 4,000 L. Energy:
542 Mwh. These are extracts from uvex’s 2014 energy saving 
balance sheet. Whether it’s reducing emissions of harmful 
substances, minimising the consumption of raw materials in 
production processes or decreasing levels of noise pollution: 
a mindful attitude towards preserving resources is one of the 
core focuses of uvex’s corporate philosophy. Anything uvex 
saves is reinvested. Which goes into improving the quality of 
our facilities and therefore, the quality of our products.

Maintaining independence
As a third-generation family company, uvex represents stable, 
long-term development of a corporate brand and the products 
and services associated with this.

New investments are funded out of the Group’s own capital. 
uvex’s version of sustainable corporate policy means that 
the company is managed responsibly and retains financial 
independence.

Optimising tools
The quality of a finished product is only ever as good as the 
quality of the raw materials and tools used in the manufacturing 
process. To meet the highest standards in this regard, uvex 
develops its own tools and manufactures them in tandem 
with long-standing, reliable partners. This close cooperation 
between individual links in the supply chain means that uvex is 
also able to indirectly guarantee the quality of its products.

Ensurin
g quality via
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Minimal environmental impact
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For uvex, quality is far more than the sum
total of positive characteristics.

Quality is a culture which pervades the company,
its objectives, products and services at all levels.
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uvex supravision sapphireuvex supravision excellence

uvex supravision plus
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Coating technology
dry 0% LF dirty

clean wet 100% LF

hot +35 °Ccold -20 °C

Find the perfect coating
1.    Select the temperature which best represents your 

working environment on the horizontal temperature 
axis.

2.  Define the air humidity of the surroundings in 
percentage terms and find the figure on the 
diagonal axis.

3.  Determine the degree of dirt on the vertical axis.
4.  Join these three points to form a triangle.

The part of the triangle with the largest area will show 
you the appropriate coating for your defined area of 
use.

uvex supravision sapphire
• Extremely scratch resistant on both sides 
• Excellent resistance to chemicals
• Non-stick nanotechnology - easy to clean

uvex supravision excellence
• Permanent anti-fog on the inside
• Anti-fog properties are permanent even 

after repeated cleaning
• Extremely scratch resistant on the outside
• Excellent resistance to chemicals
• Non-stick nanotechnology - easy to clean

uvex supravision plus
• Advanced anti-fog performance, scratch-

resistant and antistatic on both sides of the 
lens

• Anti- fog properties are permanent, even 
after being repeated cleaning

• Suitable for areas with high humidity
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Lens tinting
Characteristics

CLEAR

Protection: UV/marking: 2-1.2
Transmission: approx. 91% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 170

Suitable for most light environments. Anti-glare, 
100% UV protection.

AR (Anti-reflective)

Protection: UV/marking: 2(C)-1.2
Transmission: approx. 96.5% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 170

Optimum anti-reflective protection on both sides 
of the lens with high degree of light transmission.

AMBER

Protection: UV/marking: 2-1.2.
Transmission: approx. 88% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 170

Has light enhancing effect ideal for low light 
environments. Dawn, dusk and areas with artificial 
lighting.

SILVER MIRROR (Indoor/outdoor)

Protection: UV/marking: 5-1.7
Transmission: 53% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Indoor/outdoor lens: ideal for those moving in 
and out of different light conditions.

GREY SUNGLARE

Protection: UV/marking: 5-3.1/5-2.5
Transmission: 14%/23% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Ideal for when sunlight and glare may be a hazard. 
Full colour recognition.

WELDING PROTECTION, GREY

Protection: UV/welding shades: 1.7/3/4/5/6
Transmission: 1 - 43% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 169

Welding protection against IR and UV radiation 
(glare) with perfect colour recognition.

BROWN SUNGLARE

Protection: UV/marking: 5-2.5
Transmission: 20% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Ideal for when sunlight and glare may be a hazard. 
Full colour recognition.

UV PROTECTION

uv-ex = ultraviolet excluded
All uvex lenses offer 100% UVA, UVB and UVC 
protection.
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uvex  Safety Eyewear
Taking the wearer experience to a new level

uvex i-3 
• uvex permanent lens coating technology: anti-fog coating on the 

inside and scratch resistant on the outside 
• Side arm flex zones allow the spectacle to adapt to any head 

width – fitting narrow or wider faces equally well
• Soft flex temple ends firmly grip the side of the head for a 

secure pressure free fit
• Extremely soft nose bridge pads ensure non-slip, comfortable fit
• 100% metal free for reduced weight and robustness
• 100% UV protection

uvex pheos
• Available in two sizes: the small version is 8mm narrower than the 

standard version. Ideal for smaller faces.
• uvex permanent lens coating technology: anti-fog coating on the 

inside and scratch resistant on the outside
• The frameless, duo-spherical lens with integral brow guard gives 

additional eye coverage for increased protection
• The side arms combine hard and soft materials which grip the 

head for a secure, stable and comfortable fit
• Low profile side arms enhances compatibility with other items of 

PPE
• 100% UV protection

Art. no. 256432 standard 256433 standard
Art. no. 431410 small 431411 small
RRP £4.85 £4.85 
Standard EN166 1F KN CE EN166 1F KN CE
Lens Clear Amber 

Art. no. 256434 standard  256435 standard   
Art. no. 431412 small 431413 small 
RRP £4.85 £7.24
Standard EN166 1F KN CE, EN172 EN166 1F KN CE, EN172
Lens Grey sunglare Silver Mirror

Art. no. 256445 256439
RRP £9.80 £9.80
Standard EN166 1F KN CE EN166 1F KN CE
Lens Clear Amber 

Art. no. 256440 431409
RRP £9.80 £13.20
Standard EN166 1F KN CE, EN172 EN166 1F K CE, EN172
Lens Grey sunglare Silver Mirror

Art. no. 431408
RRP £28.50
Standard EN166 1F K CE
Lens Clear Anti-reflective both sides

256445

431408

256439 256440 43149

256432 (standard)
431410 (small)

256433 (standard)
431411 (small)

256434 (standard)
431412 (small)

256435 (standard)
431413 (small)
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uvex  Safety Eyewear
Taking the wearer experience to a new level

uvex sportstyle
• Close fitting, athletic design - look good, be safe
• Low weight - just 23g for incredible comfort
• Contoured lens fits all facial shapes 
• Soft grip side arms, nose bridge and brow for non-slip comfort
• uvex permanent lens coating technology: anti-fog coating on the 

inside and scratch resistant on the outside 
• Equally good for sports activities
• 100% UV protection

uvex winner
• Close fitting metal frame spec offering high levels of protection 

and a wide field of vision
• Anti-fog coating on the inside and scratch resistant on the 

outside, plus anti-static 
• Sprung side arms gently grip the head for secure pressure free 

fit 
• Hinged nose pads allow wearers to achieve  individual fit
• 100% UV protection

Art. no. 431414 
RRP £6.50
Standard EN166 1F KN CE
Lens Clear

Art. no. 431415 
RRP £6.50
Standard EN166 1F KN CE, EN172
Lens Grey sunglare

Art. no. 293263
RRP £7.90
Standard EN166 1F CE
Lens Clear

Art. no.  293260
RRP £7.90
Standard  EN166 1F CE, EN172
Lens  Grey sunglare

431414

431415

293263

293260
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uvex ultrasonic goggle 
• Based on a ski goggle design: extremely lightweight and 

excellent field of vision
• uvex permanent lens coating technology: anti-fog coating on the 

inside and scratch resistant on the outside 
• Lens coatings increase safety and prolong product life
• The innovative frame combines hard/soft materials creating soft 

effective seal around eyes. High levels of comfort and protection
• Soft material aids compatibility with other items of PPE
• Wide fully adjustable head strap - secure pressure free fit
• Can be worn over most prescription spectacles 
• 100% UV protection
• Optical class 1 – for the best optical quality

uvex ultravision goggle
• Panoramic field of vision
• uvex permanent lens coating technology: anti-fog, scratch 

resistant, anti-static and 100% UV protection on both sides of 
the lens

• Lens coatings increase safety and prolong product life
• Wide fully adjustable head strap fits all sized heads providing a 

secure pressure free fit
• Can be worn comfortably over most prescription spectacles
• Clear lens – suitable for most light environments
• 100% UV protection

uvex  Safety Eyewear
Taking the wearer experience to a new level

Art. no. 256426 
RRP £10.35
Standard EN166 1B 349 KN CE
Lens Clear

Art. no. 256424
RRP £9.44
Standard EN166 1B 349 KN CE
Lens Clear

Art. no.  431416 
RRP £10.85
Standard  EN166 1B 349 KN CE, EN172
Lens  Brown sunglare

256426

431416

256424
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uvex  Safety Eyewear
Accessories

uvex cleaning towelettes
• 100 moist silicone free cleaning tissues
• Individually wrapped – ideal for cleaning 

eyewear on the go

Art. no. 293456
RRP £11.63

uvex neck hang cord
• Offers ease of use especially for those that 

may pass through areas of mandatory 
eyewear

• Universal fitting

Art. no. 431417
RRP £1.90

uvex lens cleaning station
• Helps prolong product life and increase 

safety 
• Complete station includes: 

– 4 boxes - non abrasive lens cleaning tissues 
– 1 x 16oz bottle of cleaning fluid 
– Mirror

• Dimensions: 340mm(w) 480mm (L) 
165mm(H) 

Art. no. 293464 
RRP £54.37

Replacement cleaning solution
Art. no. 293457
RRP £4.18
Content 16fl oz.

Replacement cleaning tissues
Art. no. 293465
RRP £3.77
Content approx. 450 sheets

uvex cases
uvex polyester spectacle bag
• Protects specs when not in use
Art. no. 431418 
RRP £1.35

uvex polyester goggle bag
• Ideal for storing goggles when not in use
Art. no. 293459
RRP £1.84

uvex zipper spectacle pouch
• Robust spectacle case with reinforced zipper 

and Velcro belt loops. 
• Additional space for spare lenses
Art. no. 015448
RRP £4.28

uvex zipper goggle pouch
• Large and very robust goggle case with zipper 

and belt loop. Additional space for spare lens
Art. no. 431419
RRP £9.85

293464

293457 293465

293456

431417

431418

293459

015448

431419
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The uvex Glove Navigator
The fast way to find the right safety gloves

There are many factors that must be taken into consid-
eration when selecting the appropriate safety gloves. To 
help you make the right choice, uvex has developed clear 
guidelines that  include helpful symbols for selecting safety 
gloves for specific areas of application.

What is the main risk for users in the workplace?  
The symbols provide initial guidance to help you 
choose the right category for the appropriate safety 
gloves.

What activities will primarily be carried out at the 
workplace in question?  
Will the nature of the work require precision, entail 
interchangeable all-round activities or place high 
 demands on the wearer and the safety gloves?

Identify the general conditions of the workplace.  
Will activities be carried out in wet/oily, damp or 
dry working conditions? All of our safety gloves 
come with one of these 3 environment classifica-
tion  recommendations. The degree of suitability is 
 determined by the respective amplitude level.

1. Identify and classify risk potential 

3. Define the application environment

2. Determine individual requirements of the safety gloves

Mechanical protection 

Working with chemicals  

Cut protection

Special risks 
(e.g. heat protection)

Precision

All-round

Heavy duty

D
ry
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Mechanical Risks
Area of application: precision/all-round

Precision Heavy dutyAll-round
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uvex  
unipur
range

uvex phynomic 
foam

uvex phynomic 
wet

uvex  
profi ergo

uvex 
profi XG

uvex unilite 
thermo

uvex  
contact ergo

uvex C500 foam

uvex phynomic 
pro

uvex  
phynomic  

lite

uvex  
phynomic  

ESD

Activities where a high level of sensitivity is 
necessary. 

General, multiple activities for which  robust, 
stable safety gloves are required. 

Tough activities requiring extremely  robust, 
abrasion resistant safety gloves. 

Examples: fine assembly work, working 
with small parts (e. g. screws), operating 
controls, end inspection.

Examples: servicing, transport work, light 
metal  processing, standard assembly work, 
maintenance.

Examples: heavy transport work (e. g. 
palette  transport), construction, servicing.

uvex unidur 6659
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uvex safety gloves
uvex phynomic

uvex phynomic foam
• Second skin fit gives a natural touch
• Flexible construction gives high levels of dexterity and 

reduces fatigue
• Water repellent – outstanding grip in dry applications
• Dermatologically tested and approved - ideal for allergy 

sensitive wearers
• Soft breathable liner
• Certificated for the food industry
• Leaves no trace marks on products
• Certified to Oeko-Tex Standard 100 -  no harmful 

substances used in the manufacturing of this glove

3 1 3 1

EN 388

uvex phynomic wet 
• The phynomic wet coating allows liquids to run off while light 

oil is absorbed for high levels of grip in moderate wet and 
light oil applications

• Exceptional abrasion resistance for high levels of protection 
and durability for more demanding environments

• Soft breathable liner with second skin fit 
• Flexible construction gives high levels of dexterity and 

reduces fatigue
• Dermatologically tested and approved - ideal for allergy 

sensitive wearers
• Certified to Oeko-Tex Standard 100 -  no harmful 

substances used in the manufacturing of this glove

4 1 3 1

EN 388

Art. no. 431420 
RRP £3.50
Standard EN388 (3121)
Size 7 - 10

Art. no. 304044
RRP £3.77
Standard EN388 (4131)
Size 7 - 10
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uvex safety gloves
uvex C500 and uvex unidur 6659

uvex C500 foam
• Cut level 5 glove with SoftGrip foam coating 
• Suitable for dry areas and light oil working conditions 
• uvex Bamboo TwinFlex® Technology – a combination of 

Bamboo-ryon; Dyneema, glass fibre; polyamide spun 
together to deliver:

•  optimum dexterity
•  cut level 5 protection (level 5/5)
•  high abrasion and tear resistance 
•  a soft, comfortable feel with temperature regulation, and

• uvex climazone® helps reduce perspiration
• Certified to Okeo-Tex® 100 standard - no harmful chemicals 

are used in this product 

4 5 4 2

EN 388

uvex unidur 6659
• Seamless flexible HPPE and glass fibre liner with cut level 5 

protection (level 5/5)
• Durable PU coating for sensitivity, grip and excellent 

dexterity
• Palm coated with open back design. Excellent breathability 

and airflow. Keeps hands cool during long periods of use
• Abrasion level 4. Highest level of durability for longer lasting 

glove suitable for challenging environments
• Ideal for multi-task handling for use in dry applications
• Part of the uvex classic range of products. Economical 

pricing - deliverable cost savings

4 5 4 2

EN 388

Art. no. 304041
RRP £13.06
Standard EN388 (4542)
Size 7 - 11

Art. no. 304034 
RRP £7.65
Standard EN388 (4542)
Size 7 - 10
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uvex 1
Redefining performance

Next
      Level
Equipment

Outstanding flexibility. 
Optimum wearer comfort.

The ergonomically design of the 
 outsole supports the natural 
 movement and flexibility of the feet.

Ideal shape supports joints and 
natural foot movement.

Jointed insert adds 
support especially when  
climbing ladders.

Self-cleaning tread optimised for 
slip resistance (SRC marking).

Pivot point eases joint strain when 
twisting/turning.

High abrasion-resistant PU sole  ensures 
secure stepping and rolling of the foot, 
helping to prevent accidents.

uvex xenova toecap

• 100% metal-free
• Does not conduct the cold
• Reduced weight

DE/017/001

16

Climate comfort insole

• Full surface shock absorption
• Wicks away moisture
• Dries quickly
• Excellent skin tolerability
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uvex 1
Redefining performance

uvex 1 shoe and boot
• Multi-purpose safety trainer
• 100% metal free 
• Made with synthetic materials 
• Elastic laces for quick, individual adjustment 
• Outsole is resistant to temperatures up to +1200C

uvex 1 ladies shoe
• Designed and produced specifically for the contours of the 

female foot. Made with a female last
• Multi-purpose safety trainer 
• 100% metal free 
• Made with synthetic materials 
• Elastic laces 
• Outsole is resistant to temperatures up to +1200C

Art. no. 431422 Boot
RRP £78.95
Standard EN ISO 20345:2011 S2 SRC. ESD rated
Size 35 – 50 (3-15)

Art. no. 431423
RRP £74.95
Standard EN ISO 20345:2011 S2 SRC. ESD rated
Size 35 – 43 (3-9)

100% 
metal-free

100% 
metal-free

Art. no. 431421 Shoe
RRP £74.95
Standard EN ISO 20345:2011 S2 SRC. ESD rated
Size 35 – 50 (3-15)

Art. no. 431424 Perforated shoe
RRP £74.95
Standard EN ISO 20345:2011 S1 SRC. ESD rated
Size 35 – 43 (3-9)
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uvex quatro pro
The boot that goes the distance

uvex quatro pro boot and shoe
• Rugged, hard wearing boot with extra wide fit  
• Extremely comfortable dual density PUR sole with self-cleaning 

tread for increased slip resistance. SRC rated
• Penetration resistant steel midsole
• Injection moulded scuff cap protects the leather
• Heel cap - improved stability and greater twist protection  
• uvex climazone technology maintains optimum foot temperature 
• uvex 3D hydroflex® foam insole - full surface shock absorption 
• Outsole is heat resistant to +120°C
• Anti-static properties
• Oil and petrol resistant
Art. no. 014799 Boot                       431425 Shoe
RRP £71.35                                 £68.85
Standard EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC
Size 38 – 50 (5-15)

18
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Heckel
Safety Footwear

Heckel MACsole® 1.0 FXH and FXL
• Full grain leather boot
• Rubber scuff cap protects the leather upper from abrasion 
• Removable PU insole - full surface shock absorption, and wicks 

away moisture increasing foot comfort and hygiene 
• 100% non-metallic lightweight toe cap - doesn’t conduct heat
• ESD rated 
• Non-metallic penetration-resistant midsole covers 100% of the 

footbed 
• MACsole 1.0® sole unit – self-cleaning tread, increased slip 

resistance, high shock absorption. Heat-resistant up to 300°C. 
Also resistant against cuts, oils and chemicals

Heckel SUXXEED®
• Ultra lightweight boot with oiled hydrosuede leather upper
• Climate airmesh inner lining offering excellent ventilation 
• Breathable perforated velour leather offers further ventilation, 

allowing  foot to breathe and effectively stay dry
• 100% non-metallic lightweight toe cap - doesn’t conduct heat
• Non-metallic penetration-resistant midsole covers 100% of the 

footbed 
• Self-cleaning sole profile prevents dirt building up and increases 

slip resistance (SRC rated)
• Double density PU sole offering excellent shock absorption and 

resistant to chemicals such as oils and hydrocarbons

Art. no. 431426 FXH Boot              431427 FXL Shoe
RRP £58.50                                 £53.50
Standard EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 CI HI HRO SRC
Size 36 – 48 (3.5-13)

Art. no. 431428 Boot                          431429 Shoe
RRP £57.95                                    £55.25
Standard EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC
Size 38 – 47 (5-12)

100% 
metal-free

100% 
metal-free
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uvex Hearing Protection

uvex xact-fit
• SNR 26 dB
• The easiest plug to fit giving accurate fitting 

every time
• Tapered plug shape fits natural shape of the 

ear canal for easy, comfortable secure fitting
• Ergonomic stem marked left and right with 

thumb indentations for easy fitting. Left and 
right fitting ensures consistently accurate 
insertion and optimum protection 

• Adjustable neck cord
• Low pressure, sealed PU foam reduces the 

potential for contamination
• Replacement pods help prolong the life of 

the product 

Art. no. 431430
RRP £50.50
Model lime, with cord 
Box 50 pairs, paired in minibox

Replacement earplugs
Art. no. 431431
RRP £53.00
Model lime
Box 250 pairs, 5 pairs per minibox

uvex x-fit
• SNR 37 dB 
• Disposable foam ear plug 
• Tapered shape that fits the natural shape of 

the ear canal 
• X emboss helps reduce pressure on the ear 

canal due to there being less material. Also 
aids easy and hygienic removal after use

• Low pressure sealed PU foam, reduces the 
potential for contamination and gently 
expands to fit the size and shape of the ear 
canal

• Compatible with other items of PPE

Art. no. 431432 Uncorded
RRP £38.75
Model Lime
Box 200 pairs, bagged in pairs

Art. no. 431433 Corded
RRP £37.25
Model Lime
Box 1 box of 100
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uvex Hearing Protection

uvex x-fit detec
• SNR 37 dB 
• Disposable detectable corded ear plugs 
• Tapered shape that fits the natural shape of 

the ear canal
• X emboss helps reduce pressure on the ear 

canal due to there being less material. Also 
aids easy and hygienic removal after use

• Low pressure sealed PU foam, reduces the 
potential for contamination and gently 
expands to fit the size and shape of the ear 
canal

• Integration of metal and blue colour enables 
easy recognition in production areas

Art. no. 430657 
RRP £51.66
Model Blue, with cord
Box 100 pairs

uvex whisper +
• SNR 27 dB 
• Reusable, pre-shaped plug, no need to 

touch the part that goes into the ear for 
reduced risk of contamination and 
increased hygiene 

• Tapered smooth fins which fit the natural 
shape of the ear canal. Comfortable skin 
contact. Reduced pressure for long term 
wear 

• Comes with hygiene box for storage when 
not in use. Can be washed and stored for 
repeated use

Art. no. 431434
RRP £61.25
Model With cord, in a hygiene box
Box 50 pairs
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uvex Respiratory Protection
FFP2

uvex silv-Air 3210
FFP 2 folding mask with valve.

Art. no. 292792
RRP £27.00
Type FFP 2 folding mask with valve
Colour White
Retail unit 15 per box

uvex silv-Air 2210
FFP 2 preformed mask with valve. 

Art. no. 431435 
RRP £28.80
Type FFP 2 preformed mask with valve
Colour White
Retail unit 15 per box

• Large exhalation valve for easy air flow exchange reduces heat and 
moisture build-up inside the mask

• Innovative nose shape design contours to any facial shape
• High quality materials prevent mask from collapsing during breathing
• Seamless, cotton headband for pressure free fit, absorbs sweat
• Soft material edges - high comfort, no sharp irritating edges
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uvex Respiratory Protection
FFP3

uvex silv-Air 3310
FFP 3 folding mask with valve.

Art. no. 431436
RRP £55.50
Type FFP 3 folding mask with valve
Colour White
Retail unit 15 per box

uvex silv-Air 2310
FFP 3 preformed mask with valve. 
Standard size

Art. no. 292791
RRP £58.65
Type FFP 3 preformed mask with valve
Colour White
Retail unit 15 per box

uvex silv-Air 2312
FFP 3 preformed mask with smaller cup size 
suitable for those with narrower faces.
 

Art. no. 431437
RRP £58.65
Type FFP 3 preformed mask with valve
Colour White
Retail unit 15 per box
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uvex Technical Support Services
Application Support

Introducing the uvex PPE product finder app. The first of its kind in the
PPE industry. Find the PPE you need quickly and conveniently.

The provision of PPE (personal protective equipment) is a legal 
requirement in the UK but the selection of the right equipment can often 
be perceived as complicated, particularly in a market that has a vast range 
of products and brands. The uvex PPE product finder app is designed to 
quickly and easily help individuals identify the right product for the job 
(having completed an appropriate risk assessment).

The uvex PPE product finder app will assist the user in the selection of 
the correct product for the job at hand, ensuring maximum safety and 
minimum fuss.

Features
• Simple, clear navigation
• Find products based on product requirement, 

area of use and working environment
• Assists with compiling risk assessments
• Live GPS store locator
• Intuitive frame work
• Best sellers recommendation
• uvex product technologies explained
• A full distributor database

uvex PPE product finder
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The uvex decibel app measures the acoustics 
of the surrounding noise and recommends the 
appropriate hearing protection for that noise 
environment – from ergonomic disposable 
earplugs to ear defenders.

Easy noise measurement tool and product 
solution recommendation.

A new dimension in professional protective 
eyewear: the uvex i-3 safety spectacle adapts 
brilliantly to suit any shape of face with innovative 
features such as the ergonomically designed nose 
bridge piece and variable side-arm inclination.

Why not try the uvex i-3 on using the uvex virtual 
fitting app?

The virtual prescription safety spectacle
app helps you to quickly and easily see the 
advantages of different lens types and coatings 
within the uvex safety prescription spectacle 
range, allowing you to choose the right specs for 
your requirements.

uvex decibel

Reliably protect against noise

uvex i-3

Virtual fitting of innovative safety
spectacles

uvex RX

The virtual companion for prescription 
safety spectacles

(ipad only)

uvex Technical Support Services
Application Support
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Technical Support Services

Purpose
To provide our customers with the information and support required to optimise product selection and to maximise the ‘wearer 
experience’, without compromise.

Background
uvex-safety is committed to the design and production of product ranges which respect the maxim that ‘one size does not fit 
all’ – enabling Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) solutions to be tailored to individual requirements – delivering absolute 
consistency of protection and performance levels.

We surround our products with an array of services which support PPE decision makers in selection and safety strategy
implementation ensuring that PPE wearers derive maximum benefit in terms of protection and ‘issue free’ wearability.

Delivery
The Technical Support Services team is led by Nigel Day, who has been immersed in the Health and Safety industry for 24 
years, with uvex since 1997 and is recognised as one of the foremost educators on PPE in the UK.

To find out more about any of the services offered by uvex, contact Nigel Day - Technical Support Services Manager on 07768 
616 788 or customer services on 01252 731200.

T S S
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Ordering

Ordering couldn’t be easier. As an account customer 
you can order over the phone, via email or on our 
website.

1.  Telephone Sales Helpline 0870 900 7560

2.  Email ordering and support sales@wbtwholesale.co.uk

3.  Online ordering at www.wbtwholesale.co.uk

Three Options...



Wholesale suppliers of personal protection equipment and workwear

Telephone: +44 (0)870 900 7560
Email: sales@wbtwholesale.co.uk
Fax: +44 (0)870 900 7561

Walsh - Blyth & Turton Wholesale
Chaddock Lane
Astley
Tyldesley
Manchester
M29 7JT

Telephone & email response times…
Monday to Friday between 8.00am and 5.00pm

www.wbtwholesale.co.uk


